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hours of videos are being posted online on YouTube every
minute1, and people on Facebook and Twitter constantly share
their opinions on everything from new commercial products to
controversial political events. Due to the unprecedented scale and
speed of such new form of communication, social multimedia
contents are exerting more and more influence in shaping
people’s opinions. This societal phenomenon naturally gives
importance to understanding factors related to persuasiveness in
social multimedia contents.

ABSTRACT
With an exponential growth in social multimedia contents online,
there is an increasing importance of understanding why and how
some contents are perceived as persuasive while others are
ignored. This paper outlines my research goals in understanding
human perception of persuasiveness in social multimedia
contents, which involve studying how different communication
modalities influence our perception and identifying key verbal
and nonverbal behaviors that eventually lead us to believe
someone is convincing and influential. For any research involving
in-depth human behavior analysis, it is imperative to obtain
accurate annotations of human behaviors at the micro-level. In
addition to investigating persuasiveness, this work will also
provide to the research community convenient web-based
annotation tools, effective procedures for obtaining high-quality
annotations with crowdsourcing, and evaluation metrics to fairly
and accurately measure the quality and agreement of micro-level
behavior annotations.

Persuasive communication, defined as “any message that is
intended to shape, reinforce, or change the responses of another,
or others” [12], plays an important role in creating social
influence and changing others’ attitudes [19, 26]. Studies on
persuasion have identified a number of social and behavioral cues
associated with persuasiveness including verbal and nonverbal
behaviors, physical appearance, psychological attributes, social
dynamics, and social roles [8, 21].
In order to perform in-depth analysis of persuasiveness in social
multimedia contents, it is imperative to make accurate annotations
of human behaviors at the micro-level such that the precise start
and end of an event or a behavior are identified. Unfortunately,
automatic methods of annotating human behaviors are still far
from adequate, and researchers often have no choice but to rely
on manual annotations that are costly both in terms of time and
budget. With a recently emerging paradigm of crowdsourcing,
such manual tasks that need human attention can be outsourced en
masse to the crowd with online access, giving much promise to
researchers by significantly reducing the cost and time to obtain
the micro-level annotations needed for their studies. When using
crowdsourcing for micro-level multimedia annotations, two main
challenges arise: evaluation and interface. While many evaluation
metrics have already been proposed to assess the quality and
agreement of macro-level annotations, there has been limited
work to evaluate the agreement in the micro-level. There is also a
need of web interfaces that allow crowd workers to accurately and
efficiently annotate micro-level events and behaviors online.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of the Internet age and social network services,
social multimedia contents are becoming an ever more important
source of communication and exchange of ideas. More than 100

2. HYPOTHESES & CONTRIBUTIONS
Broadly, the thesis will comprise of studies that investigate 3
main hypotheses:
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H1: It is possible to use crowdsourcing to effectively obtain
micro-level annotations of human behaviors in multimedia
1
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contents that are of quality comparable to those coded by local
expert annotators.

to fairly measure the agreement between coders for subtle microlevel and event-level behavior annotations.

H2: The communication modality affects the persuasiveness of
speakers in social multimedia contents.

Persuasiveness. Previous studies on nonverbal communication
have identified the effect of several nonverbal cues on
persuasiveness, but they were usually mediated by other factors
and were context-dependent. The effect of speech rate on
persuasion was studied in [3], and [11] found a positive
correlation between gaze and compliance. Proximity is also
shown to be influential on compliance [9]. Researchers in the
field of human-computer interaction (HCI) have explored the
effect of nonverbal cues on designing persuasive interfaces and
found that adopting certain principles improves the
persuasiveness of the machine [1, 6, 13]. Physical appearance is
another factor which has been found to be influential in
persuasion with attractive people perceived as more persuasive
[4].

H3: In creating computational models of speakers’ behaviors,
multi-modality is important for machine classification of whether
social multimedia contents are persuasive or not.
While pursuing to answer these hypotheses, the thesis will make
the following specific contributions to the research community:
 Develop web-based annotation tools that allow precise and
convenient multimedia behavior (or event) annotations,
directly portable to popular crowdsourcing platforms such as
Amazon Mechanical Turk.
 Confirm that crowdsourcing can be an effective way to obtain
quality annotations of human behaviors.

Communication modality is another factor shown to be effective
in persuasiveness. In [5], it was shown that a likable speaker is
more persuasive in video and audio versus text while an unlikable
speaker is more persuasive in text.

 Introduce
new
evaluation
procedures (based on
Krippendorff’s alpha) in measuring annotation agreement of
human behaviors.
 Perform an in-depth perception study to investigate how
communication modality affects the persuasiveness of
speakers in social multimedia contents.

4. RESEARCH PLAN
The research plan is comprised of three main parts to address each
of the hypotheses outlined in Section 2. The first part is on
crowdsourcing micro-level behavior annotations in multimedia
contents, the second part on performing a perception study on
persuasiveness in social multimedia contents, and the last part on
analyzing human behaviors and experimenting with machine
learning algorithms to investigate machine performance on
identifying persuasive contents.

 Analyze and identify important behaviors in social multimedia
contents that influence human perception of persuasiveness.
 Experiment with machine learning algorithms and
computational descriptors of human behaviors for the machine
to identify between persuasive and non-persuasive contents.

4.1 Crowdsourcing Quality Annotations

3. BACKGROUND

In order to use crowdsourcing for obtaining micro-level
annotations of human behaviors in multimedia contents, the first
requirement is an effective interface that allows crowd workers to
make annotations online. For this purpose, web-based annotation
tools will be developed to allow crowd workers to conveniently
make precise micro-level human behavior annotations online,
which will also be easily integrated and used with popular
crowdsourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk.

Crowdsourcing.
Crowdsourcing has gained much attention
lately, and a survey paper by Yuen et al. [25] and another by
Quinn and Bederson [18] present a general overview of the topics
on crowdsourcing and human computation. There are a number of
studies on crowdsourcing video-related tasks [2, 20, 24], but
many of them are on labeling videos at the whole level and are
not concerned with micro-level annotations. Probably most
relevant pieces of work in terms of web interfaces needed for
crowdsourcing micro-level human behaviors were done by
Vondrick et al. [23] and Spiro et al. [22], whose interfaces allow
micro-level video annotations and are also used with Amazon
Mechanical Turk. However, their interfaces put an emphasis on
motion tracking, while this thesis requires an interface mainly
concerned with annotating behavioral events in videos. Although
there are quite a number of off-line software for making
annotations on videos [7], such full-fledged tools are not suitable
to be used for crowdsourcing due to a relatively steep learning
curve and the difficulty in incorporating them into online
crowdsourcing platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk.

To confirm that it is possible to effectively obtain micro-level
annotations of human behaviors that are of quality comparable to
those coded by local expert annotators, experiments will be
performed on Amazon Mechanical Turk to compare the
annotation results by crowd workers and those by local expert
coders. Furthermore, various procedures will be tested to improve
effectiveness in obtaining crowdsourced annotations, such as
using frame-based majority voting with repeated annotations and
introducing a robust training phase.
Lastly, to address the problem of not having sufficient metrics to
measure the agreement in micro-level behavior annotations,
various evaluation metrics will be proposed and tested,
specifically time-slice (or frame-based) Krippendorff’s alpha and
event-based Krippendorff’s alpha.

Annotation Agreement Metrics. Krippendorff’s alpha has been
previously used to measure inter-coder reliability of video
annotations both at the macro-level [20] (label on the whole video
level) and micro-level [10]. However, there is a need to further
explore the stability of the alpha at different temporal resolutions,
and more importantly, there are no metrics specifically designed
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Figure 2. Overview of our approach for crowdsourcing
micro-level video annotations, with a focus on our new
interface, called OCTAB, and evaluation procedure for
multimodal behavior annotations, called MM-Eval.

Figure 1. OCTAB (Online Crowdsourcing Tool for
Annotations of Behaviors).

4.2 Perception Study on Persuasiveness
In order to fully understand human perception of persuasiveness
in social multimedia contents, the first step would be to
investigate how different modalities of communication influence
our perception. Using movie review videos posted on YouTube,
in which people give their opinions on movies, I plan to study the
separate influence of three types of communication modalities of
text, audio, and video. By understanding the relative importance
of each modality in human perception of persuasiveness in social
multimedia contents, one will be better able to design
computational descriptors of human behaviors and machine
learning algorithms for the machine to better identify between
persuasive contents and non-persuasive ones.

that allows crowd workers to conveniently navigate in a video to
annotate micro-level human behaviors or events (see Figure 1).
OCTAB is a light-weight, HTML-based interface that enables
frame-level precision in making annotations. Its design offers
high usability to improve convenience and accuracy, and it can
also be easily ported and used with popular crowdsourcing
platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk.
As depicted in Figure 2, I also proposed a new evaluation
procedure, called MM-Eval (Micro-level Multimedia Evaluation),
which compares fine time-aligned (frame-based) annotations
using Krippendorff’s alpha metric and introduced two new
metrics to evaluate the types of disagreement between coders.
With an experiment using OCTAB and the evaluation procedure,
preliminary results showed that a majority vote among repeated
annotations from 3 crowd workers leads to a quality comparable
to that of local expert annotations.

4.3 Analysis of Persuasiveness in Social
Multimedia Contents
Using the dataset of YouTube movie review videos gathered in
the perception study, various verbal and nonverbal behaviors will
be annotated using crowdsourcing, which will be analyzed to
identify key factors that influence the level of persuasiveness in
social multimedia contents. Then, the analysis results will be
verified by creating computational descriptors of key behaviors
and performing experiments with machine learning algorithms to
test the machine performance of disambiguating between
persuasive and non-persuasive contents.

Currently, I am working on devising an event-based
Krippendorff’s alpha metric which will supplement time-slice (or
frame-based) Krippendorff’s alpha and on performing
experiments to study how a robust training phase improves
crowdsourced annotations.

5.2 Perception Study on Persuasiveness
Prior to the perception study on persuasiveness, various nonverbal
behaviors have been studied in the context of negotiation [15, 17],
which are expected to have relevance in the context of
persuasiveness as well.

In creating computational descriptors of behaviors, automatic
annotations (and automatic feature extractions and descriptors)
will also be studied separately with the vision of creating an
automatic system that can parallel human performance in
determining persuasiveness.

For the perception study on persuasiveness [14], a set of 86 movie
review videos were collected from YouTube. After teasing apart
each communication modality (text, audio, and video) separately,
a preliminary experiment investigated the influence of each
modality in perceived persuasiveness. The results revealed that
modality does have different influence on the perception of
persuasiveness, with visual modality having the most influence
(Figure 3).

5. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
This section briefly explains the preliminary results to date,
especially on the web-based annotation interface for
crowdsourcing, the quality of crowdsourced annotations of microlevel human behaviors, and the perception study of
persuasiveness in social multimedia contents.

5.1 Crowdsourcing Quality Annotations

6. CONCLUSION

I developed OCTAB (Online Crowdsourcing Tool for
Annotations of Behaviors) [16], which is a web-based interface

My research goal is in understanding human perception of
persuasiveness in social multimedia contents. It involves studying
how different communication modalities influence our perception
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